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This document provides customers with a summary of questions received and ENMAX responses during interactions with 
industry about the transformer supply chain challenges and mitigations for Underground Residential Development (URD). 

 

 

 

How did this supply challenge happen? 

Supply chain delays are being experienced across the world. They are a result of several factors including unprecedented 
demand and supplier delivery timelines increasing due to their access to material and skilled labor.  

When do you anticipate the supply chain challenges to be over? 

Based on the current information provided by developers and suppliers, our modelling anticipates these challenges to be 
resolved by end of 2023. 

More information on our modelling is available through your ENMAX Project Manager. 

How many suppliers are you working with? 

ENMAX has 5 approved suppliers. ENMAX continues to explore and negotiate with other suppliers across the world.  

What are the current delivery times for URD transformers (37.5 kVA & 75 kVA)? 

As of November 2022, lead times are ranging from 40 – 100 weeks. 

What are the current delivery times for larger transformers used in commercial and industrial projects? 

This document refers to Underground Residential Development specifically. If you have questions about your large commercial 
or industrial project and transformer availability, please contact your Design-Build Company (DBC) as the DBC is responsible for 
procuring a transformer. As of October 2022, lead times for 3-phase transformers range from 79-130 weeks depending on 
supplier. 
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Frequently Asked Questions – URD Transformer Supply Mitigation 

Servicing underground 
residential development is a 

top priority for ENMAX Power. 

This situation is dynamic, and 
we must work together. 

ENMAX is committed to fair 
and equitable distribution of 

supply across URD developers. 
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Please provide clarity on whether the transformer supply delays will impact transformers required for re-
development projects in already established areas of Calgary. 

The transformer supply challenge affects all projects requiring the specific transformer(s) that are in short supply.  

Please discuss your specific project timelines with your ENMAX Project Manager. 

With the Transformer Allocation Strategy – when will the 25% remaining be serviced? 

As shared in the October 7, 2022 ENMAX communication, additional transformer installations beyond the allocated supply will 
be based on permanent meter requests that meet the identified criteria for energization. 

The current criteria for URD-related meter installations remains unchanged. 

- Shallow Utility Construction must be complete, 

- Permanent services require a Site ID, meter socket and passing of requirements of authority having jurisdiction. The 
requirements are noted in CEC Part 1, ENMAX Metering Standard and ENMAX Meter Installation Guide. 

Can developers re-allocate transformers planned for streetlights to lot servicing? 

The City of Calgary dictates the requirements for timing of streetlighting in a development. From a safety perspective, ENMAX 
recommends streetlights be energized as per the City guidelines and that this be considered in the identification of the initial 
75% prioritization of transformers. 

What is the process to request a permanent meter installation? 

Please refer to slide 17 of 17 in the ENMAX URD Transformer Supply Alternatives issued on October 7, 2022.  

 

Please click here to submit the request on the ENMAX website.  

https://www.enmax.com/services/meter-services/meter-service-requests
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ENMAX is also working to develop a process to receive and install a URD Transformer Request for the 25% of locations not 
currently serviced with a transformer. More information will be shared once available. 

What are the estimated timelines for permanent meter installation and energization once all criteria are met? 

ENMAX Power will continue to make all reasonable efforts to energize service as it is requested.  

Do developers/home builders need to worry about an issue of power at occupancy? Is there ever a potential for 
an occupancy without energization? 

With the current proposed and layered mitigation strategies, we do not anticipate transformer supply impacting occupancy. 
When a permanent meter request is received and the criteria for installation is met, our intent is to energize it. 

Please note: several other situations have the potential to impact occupancy beyond the care and control of ENMAX.  

ENMAX and industry must work together to reduce, defer, and avoid impacts to end-customers.   

Should developers limit lot sales?  

The transformer forecasting model ENMAX has developed, along with our subsequent mitigation efforts, are proving to be 
effective at this time. Therefore, lot sales should not be impacted directly by transformer supply if developers are open and 
transparent with their plans. 

Can developers source their own transformers? 

ENMAX will consider developer-sourced transformers, which must be evaluated and meet technical and commercial 
requirements. If developers are exploring this, we encourage you to speak with your ENMAX Project Manager as soon as 
possible for technical and commercial evaluation.  

More information is included in the October 7, 2022 ENMAX Power communication. 

What is the maximum ENMAX will pay for a developer-supplied transformer?  

ENMAX ensures cost prudency of transformer procurement via contracted and market pricing. ENMAX reviews all material and 
equipment purchases as part of our procurement process. 

If developers have a lead on transformers, they are encouraged to speak with their ENMAX Project Manager and start the 
technical and commercial evaluation as soon as possible.  

Please refer to slide 10 of 17 in the ENMAX URD Transformer Supply Alternatives issued on October 7, 2022.  

What are the approval times for developer-supplied transformers and have the specifications and warranty 
requirements been confirmed? 

The technical and commercial requirements for transformers have been confirmed, please speak with your ENMAX Project 
Manager to begin the technical and commercial evaluation.  Approval timelines are dependent on how quickly the required 
technical and commercial information can be provided by the developer to their ENMAX Project Manager.  Please refer to slide 
10 of 17 in the ENMAX URD Transformer Supply Alternatives issued on October 7, 2022. 

What are the energization parameters and how will ENMAX schedule transformer installation?   

Scheduling of transformer installation and energization will continue to follow the existing Shallow Utilities Process.   

ENMAX is prioritizing these requests and will deliver responses as soon as all information has been provided by the developer. 

If developers have questions, please discuss with your ENMAX Project Manager. 
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Could you please clarify what warranty would be deemed adequate and is there consideration of a lesser 
warranty given the shortages we are facing? 

Warranty will be part of the negotiation between the supplier and ENMAX. If developers have a lead on transformers, they are 
encouraged to speak with their ENMAX Project Manager and start the technical and commercial evaluation as soon as 
possible.  

Has ENMAX done the analyses on historical meter requests by subdivision?  

ENMAX is not prioritizing this work currently. There are complexities with the cross referencing of lot and block numbers and 
civic addressing and tying it back to individual subdivisions developed in different calendar years. ENMAX would welcome 
assistance from the Developer community or the City with this.  

Will ENMAX share the Transformer Supply/Demand Modelling information? 

This information is available to each individual developer through the ENMAX Project Manager for each Developer’s project 
portfolio. The information will also be shared in the biweekly URD Transformer Supply Meeting until further notice. 

Our models are updated every week and are dependent on direct input ENMAX receives from developers. Collaboration and 
transparency from the development community is paramount to the integrity of the forecasting model. 

What is ENMAX planning to do around communication directly to the end-customers?  

ENMAX is openly communicating with industry and BILD on this challenge. If industry works together, we do not anticipate 
transformer supply to impact occupancy and direct communication from ENMAX to future home buyers is not required.  

Please clarify ENMAX’s intent on investment in the Overhead Pole-mounted option. 

ENMAX has found opportunities and expects the overall cost to the developer to be lower than originally expected and is 
seeking full clarity prior to communicating more details such that no changes to the treatment will be required. 

Based on current conditions, ENMAX does not foresee a scenario where this solution is required until the middle of 2023 and 
we’ll continue to monitor the need for this mitigation strategy as the supply/demand dynamics evolve. 

Does ENMAX have a supply of transformers reserved for other projects that could be allocated to Underground 
Residential Development? 

ENMAX has reviewed the demands for transformers across all ENMAX projects and allocated all possible transformer 
quantities to the URD program.   

How is ENMAX protecting from theft and keeping the site safe when a transformer is not installed but energized 
cable is present? 

ENMAX will install a steel plate, bolted, and locked in the pad (see photo below.) This method has been used by ENMAX and is 
effective in protecting safety and preventing theft. 

 


